TEC/COFE Meeting 10/11/11

Approval of April 2011:
Motion: Jane Kier
Second: Kyle Higgins

Approval of October 2011:
Motion: Jane Kier
Second: Kyle Higgins

Maximum 120 credits
Core 34-37 credits
FYE-still no decision at this time. If added would be a 3 credit course. EQPY 101 could possibly be modified to become an FYE course.

TESL—moved to ECS. Prefix will be changed to TESL instead of EDRL/EDSP undergraduate TESL courses. EDSP 451 will remain the same.
Motion: Linda Quinn
Second: Kyle Higgins

ECE proposed changes—delete EDU 210 and EPY 452.
EDU 210 and EPY 452 will be waived effective Spring 2012. Advising will inform students via WebCampus and RebelMail. Wait to receive official word.
Motion: Linda Quinn
Second: Kyle Higgins

**Alison will send degree credits to each program.

EDSP—EDSP 465 will change titles. Student Growth Models and Data-based Instruction Decision Making, 3 credits. Will move from SP12 to FA12.
Program changes—eliminating EDU 210 and EPY 452. Adding a "Q" to ESP 763.
Motion: Linda Quinn
Second: Kyle Higgins

T&L
ELE—remove EDU 210, EPY 452, PED 337
Motion: Jane Kier
Second: Kyle Higgins

ESE—remove EDU 210, EPY 452
Course change—EDSC 485, currently for Teach for America students, will remove EDSC 486 as a coreq for TFA and those student teaching out of area.
Motion: Linda Quinn
Second: Jane Kier

MUS—remove EDU 210 and EPY 452
Motion: Kyle Higgins
Second: Linda Quinn
Name of Committee-inclusive of all programs. Welcome to Joe Crank.

COPS-task force on ARL, Nancy Sileo was appointed. Tom Harrison from UNR also involved, CCSD representative and various school districts. Looking at legislature to run ARL programs exclusive of any university involvement. Office of Teacher Licensure will review NV administrative code, develop RFP for those interested. Will have to submit a proposal upfront and will be reviewed by a review panel of various parties. If proposal is granted, assessments will be required, programs of study, program reviews, and evaluations. Meeting several times by December.

All temporary regulations put into place last year were voted to be permanent.

Code changes, starting with elementary.

NDE state review of programs. Will find out when programs are up for review. 2012, UNLV and UNR will be reviewed together.

NCTQ-survey of teacher effectiveness will be pushed. Per Dean Speer, 90-95% will not participate in survey. COE will not participate. UNLV was failed on field placements in the past.

TPAC-teacher performance assessment. Research based, supported by AACTE, CAAP. Would be a good tie in with ASW workshops.

Fingerprints and placements-CCSD would like new form for placements. Fall 2011 problems with CCSD placements. Students ONLY have to fingerprint for student teaching. The state will require fingerprinting when license is up for renewal. UNLV’s deadline will be November 1, 2011. CCSD will support.

Substitute license fingerprinting. If it’s been within the past year, they don’t have to reprint, however, they must contact CCSD.

Issue of leaving students alone if they have not been fingerprinted. Will be brought up at meeting with Meg Nigro.

Discussion of requiring our own fingerprints for liability reasons.

New Business- Kyle Higgins, errors in SpED application, should be Resource only.

Configuration of TEC/COFE meeting-propose to make language more inclusive on non-teacher licensure programs. One rep. from each unit with a licensure program. Also having a blended TEC/COFE committee.

Consortium meeting.

Badges for site facilitators. Will move forward with this, come up with a name.

Next meeting date 11/1/11 at 10:00am